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Tēnā koutou Scientific readers! Welcome to the fourth edition of Volume 3.

With the end of semester approaching, and exams up ahead, we hope you’ve been taking care of yourself 
- and what better way to take a break than with our latest edition?

As assignments and exams occupy the forefronts of our minds, the role of artificial intelligence (AI) and 
ChatGPT has become a topic dominating many conversations around education. Taylor Lee explores the 
role of generative chatbots in education, particularly relating to our very own University, and their potential 
in fostering collaboration and literacy. Devin Ranasinghe examines the impact of AI on scientific thinking, 
practice, and analysis, while incorporating discussion on how AI is structured and discussions around 
some of AI’s biggest questions.

Nadia Snegirev demystifies the revolutionary multi-disciplinary field of computational biophysics, while 
talking about the past, present, and future of this field. Noor Radhi explains the developmental origins 
of health and disease framework, emphasising the importance of early life development in defining the 
risk for non-communicable diseases, while Riya Balia writes on expectation-defying mimiviruses which 
challenge our assumptions about virology. Shyla Mani tackles the difficult topic of genetically modified 
crops, and how they may be impacting soil microorganisms. As always, we have something for everyone 
to enjoy!

As we wrap up another edition and another year of Scientific, we can’t thank our readers, writers and all of 
our contributors and collaborators enough - a community is nothing without its individuals, and we’ve felt 
every bit of support our community has given our way. 

Ngā mihi nui,
Cindy Yi, Creative Officer for UoA Scientific 2023

The University of Auckland Scientific Review © 2022 by The Executive Team of The UoA Scientific Review is licensed under CC BY-
NC-SA 4.0. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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This article aims to explore the impact of artificial intelligence (AI) on scientific thinking, practice, and analysis, 
encompassing discussions on topics such as “What is a pattern?” and “Why is AI not scientific?” while explaining the 

structure of AI. 

What happens when viruses defy expectations? The discovery of giant viruses has altered our understanding of 
virology. This article briefly explores the genetics, evolution, and hosts of these unusual viruses, notably mimiviruses. 

Early life development includes both prenatal and postnatal periods where interactions with the environment define 
disease risk. Here, we discuss the Developmental Origins of Health and Disease theory, plus interviews with Liggins 
Institute researchers.

Computational biophysics — where has it come from, what does it look like, and where is it heading? A guide 
to this ‘new’ multi-disciplinary field revolutionising biology, demystifying the process and exploring the scope 
of what is possible.

Taylor Lee

A brief exploration and one of the first empirical studies of university students using artificial intelligence 
chatbots like ChatGPT in the educational context, and its potential to foster literacy and collaboration. 

How do genetically modified crops, addressing issues from pests to malnutrition, influence microbial genetics, diversity and 
structure? Research hints at subtle microbe shifts linked to GM crops, but causation remains unclear in the literature.
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Part 1: The Loss of Gravity

Coming from a different background to New Zealand, I always 
wondered how different cultures, especially the Western world, 
perceive the world. One of the key features of Western thought 
(the Enlightenment) is how to perceive the world through 

scientific explanations.

One of the most prominent figures of the Enlightenment was Sir Isaac 
Newton, who discovered the famous laws of motion (LM) and universal 
gravitation (UG). LM and UG were revolutionary, as we all know, and led to 
the massive development of technology through classical mechanics and 
explained planetary motion. But what makes LM and UG scientific? Let’s 
examine UG further. UG is based on the observation of planetary motion 
in space (notably the works of Kepler). Using imagination and insights, Sir 
Isaac derived a hypothesis that actually resembles the UG law. Then, he 
formulated the laws using abstraction, especially calculus, in his famous 
book, Philosophiæ Naturalis Principia Mathematica [1]. Additionally, the 
laws of motion and gravity can be tested and proven by methods such as 
induction and falsification [2]. This process validates Newton’s laws as 
scientific and applicable universally (even though the theory of relativity 
came up with different explanations long after Newton).

Now, let’s examine how we use UG laws generally. We know UG laws by 
the famous equation:
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Will AI End Scientific Thinking?
Devin Ranasinghe

Academic

Artificial Intelligence

Artificial intelligence (AI) improvements have made humans more cautious of AI. However, there seems to be one 
“blind spot.” That is, “What is the effect of AI on scientific thinking?”. We could call the scientific thinking process 
objective-abstract-imaginative thinking. To generate the above schools of thought, humans need to observe 
the objective world, utilise imaginative power to develop an idea, and then use abstract concepts to explain a 
particular phenomenon.  Unlike scientific thinking, however, AI absconds core knowledge but still produces robust 
results. So, will the rise of AI end the era of scientific thinking?  

We know that g (gravity) = GM/R2 ≈ 9.81 ms-2 
downwards (since acceleration is a vector). 
Then,  we can derive some simple kinematic 
equations using the integration of acceleration 
to obtain the velocity and integrate again to 
acquire the distance. We can obtain the common 
kinematic equation, s = ut + 0.5at2. As we know 
a = g downwards, we can calculate the time the 
ball took to hit the floor when the height to the 
floor is a known parameter.

However, there is another simple way of 
calculating or approximating the time the ball 
takes to hit the floor. Let’s consider a scenario: 
someone releases an iron ball from 0 to 49 m 
heights in 1 m increments and calculates the 
time taken for the ball to hit the floor at each 
height. We will have 50 data samples and time 
against the distance (height). Now, we can 
use methods like polynomial fitting to find a 
polynomial expression to fit in the table’s data. 

Figure 1: Polynomial fitting of height against the time taken to reach the floor 
generated on MATLAB. Image by Devin Ranasinghe.

Glossary

Hypothesis: A supposition or proposed 
explanation made on the basis of limited 
evidence as a starting point for further 
experimentation.

Abstraction: Conceptualising a 
particular phenomenon to make it 
more understandable. In this context, 
it is by using scientific concepts and 
mathematics.

Induction: Generalising a scientific 
conclusion to a broader vicinity based on 
limited observation.

Falsification: For a theory to be 
considered scientific, it must be able to 
be tested and conceivably proven false. 
The process of trying to refute a scientific 
argument is called falsification.
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We can utilise MATLAB functions for this. In my case, I used some data 
on MATLAB and obtained a six-degree polynomial expression (you may 
add Gaussian noise to the data). As readers, you can repeat the same on 
MATLAB easily. Then, we can use this polynomial function to estimate the 
time taken for the ball to reach the floor when it is released from 50 m. We 
can also use the kinematic equation (s = ut +0.5at2) to calculate the time 
taken for the ball to reach the floor when released from 50 m. When we 
compare the result of the polynomial function and the kinematic equation, 
we can observe some errors between the data, but also a certain pattern 
that both data from the polynomial fitting and the kinematic equation 
follow.

Now, let’s recall what we did and did not do. In polynomial fitting, we did 
not use or input the parameter for gravitational acceleration (g = 9.81). We 
also did not obtain any kinematic equations. We only observe the height 
and the time to create a non-linear relation between the two variables. 
Therefore, we did not utilise UG or LM and their derivation. We only used 
polynomial fitting to find a relationship between the data, which happens 
to be non-linear. We are unaware of any relation between the mass of the 
iron ball and the time taken.  We are also unaware of the impact on time 
when external forces, such as air resistance (speed and direction of wind), 
are exerted on the ball. We can also dispense the standard metric units 
like seconds, meters, and even more complex units (ms−2) and use more 
subjective measurements.

But do these issues matter when using the polynomial expression in 
real-life free-fall applications? We can add more parameters (mass and 
air resistance) to fit the polynomial equation and find a relation between 
the time and the distance (height). This is a fundamental principle of non-
scientific thinking:  thinking without any core knowledge (no scientific 
theory) of objects and how they are interrelated in the objective world [3]. It 
is a method of thinking that is purely based on creating non-theory relations 
between objects. Some can argue mathematics (abstract concepts) has 
been used here to create a non-linear relation. However, the mathematical 
operation used here is simple mathematics to find a relation between 
numbers. Another argument would be that this experiment belongs to the 
empirical observation in science. I agree that this is a scientific experiment, 
but what exactly is the conclusion of this experiment? Still, it absconds 
from a proper hypothesis fundamental to scientific thinking, which means 
this experiment is inspired by just day-to-day observation of free-fall 
objects. Also, it lacks a plausible scientific explanation of why this non-
linear relation between time and height exists. This is not explained by a 
ground-breaking scientific discovery like the universal gravitation.

Part 2: A Box in Black

The OceanGate’s Titan implosion has been a major unfortunate incident 
reported by the media recently. The implosion has been attributed to 
different causes, from material failure to communication loss [4]. However, 
I was gobsmacked to learn that the Titan had made it to the Titanic wrecks 
in previous explorations. This fact has been overridden by the explanations 
of how scientific tests have not been adequately conducted during the 
manufacturing of the Titan. Had the Titan made it to the Titanic wrecks 
again, this would not have been news!

I am not implying that conducting scientific tests after the implosion is 
unimportant at all. But there should have been proper scientific conduct on 
how the Titan made it to the Titanic wrecks before, with possible failures of 
the submersible. Now, a “Box in Black” or absence of scientific explanation 
as to how the Titan explored the Titanic wrecks despite its failures that 

were discovered after the implosion, is present.

The power of science can sometimes be 
limited by the individuals who conduct it. This 
is because there would be biases that many 
would follow unconsciously and are mostly 
limited to current scientific explanations and 
experiments. Artificial Intelligence (AI) can be 
applied to fill this gap where certain biases and 
ambiguities need to be redeemed.

Let’s take a simple AI, or more precisely, the 
machine learning (ML) application. An image 
of a cat needs to be identified correctly from 
other animals by an ML algorithm. The first 
step is to acquire a collection of cat images 
and preprocess them to obtain data regarding 
rotation, flips, and colour contrast. Next, 
features such as shape (a cat shape), colour 
(different colours specific for cats), and unique 
features (fur, paws) would be extracted by the 
algorithm. Then, the ML algorithm would train 
the model to extract cat images from non-cat 
images. Humans can be involved in any of 
these processes; they can decide what features 
should be extracted. After the model is trained, 
it suddenly, from nowhere, can identify cat 
images.

Nevertheless, the beauty of ML lies in 
its architecture. It can occupy different 
architectures, but a Convolution Neural 
Network (CNN) would be the most appropriate 
one to utilise here [5]. CNN is a deep learning 
architecture where features are selected by 
feature extraction. It has several layers for 
functions such as preprocessing and applying 
non-linearity to emphasise certain features, 
downsampling, dropping out (retaining only 
prominent features), generating complex 
features (dense layer), and calculating the 
error. Previously, I mentioned humans can be 
involved in identifying which features need to 
be extracted, but in a CNN-based ML algorithm 
(unlike in a shallow learning algorithm, like linear 
regression, where features might be predefined 
by humans), the algorithm itself identifies them 
[6].

The “Black Box” here mainly lies in the feature 
extraction and its relationship to the functions 
used and weights on each connection. In this 
ML algorithm, no individual can know why 
each weight was assigned to each connection 
between neurons to create a relationship 
between each feature. The features we are 
discussing could be much more complex, 
derived from surface features, such as shapes 
or colour. While it is possible to identify these 
features after execution, why they were 
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considered more prominent is not evident. Additionally, the functions 
(such as ReLU, sigmoid, and tanh) employed for extracting features are 
paramount in deciding which features are prominent [5-6]. It is unclear why 
the functions remove some features while retaining others. The architecture 
will use different weights on each connection between neurons to identify 
and minimise the training error. Therefore, the prime target of the model 
is to minimise the error in assigning values on each connection. Complex 
features are just a result of reducing error rather than following specific 
guidelines to identify a feature. If we revert to the news on the Titan 
implosion, I always wonder if scientists really need to analyse the Titan 
based on scientific theories such as theories on fluid dynamics, pressure, 
material sciences, electromagnetism, and signal processing. Or else, they 
can just insert the data they have already acquired from the previous 
explorations of Titan and let an ML algorithm decide what features, say, 
to reinforce the hull, a submersible should comprise. Suppose the ML is 
input with data from previous explorations such as pressure, temperature 
changes, and the design deformations that occurred during exploration. 
Will it output a hull design based on creating complex connections between 
data?

Part 3: A Doomsday for Science?

“Artificial intelligence is growing fast, as are robots whose facial 
expressions can elicit empathy and make your mirror neurons quiver.”

— Diane Ackerman

The main two aspects emphasised in Part 1 and Part 2 are,

1. Artificial intelligence (AI) is just a pattern recognition system.
2. The involvement of scientific theories is absent or extremely limited 

in AI.

There could be arguments, such as the AI model was developed on the 
basis of science and logic. While it has a regular architecture that follows, 
it does not mean the output of AI can be routed back to the input through 
its architecture. Most AI experts are now convinced that AI probably would 

Figure 2: An architecture of CNN to identify written numbers [7]. Image by Analytic Vidya

not be entirely understandable forever. Some 
precautions for AI ambiguity exist, such as 
explainable AI (XAI) [8]. These models consist of 
simple architectures that are more transparent 
and meaningful in interpretation. I request 
you to explore the topics of XAI and its recent 
development to realise the differences between 
AI and XAI.

What would be the immediate impact of AI 
on the science? I would say nothing because 
scientific theories and methods are still popular. 
Theoretical physics has evolved from classical 
physics, and AI is not substantially involved in 
the experimentation of theoretical physics yet, 
especially in quantum mechanics. AI has the 
capability to replace many realms of classical 
physics, but that is in the future’s hands to 
decide. It should be noted that AI is already 
more utilised in economic science and business 
environments, where more uncertainties are 
present [9]. As an example, AI is being used for 
stock price predictions where prices are highly 
unpredictable.  However, as I mentioned in Part 1, 
physics theories make precise predictions of the 
future based on formulas. Economic theories, on 
the other hand, are not natural science theories 
like physics. They involve individual psychology, 
societal aspects, government interventions, 
and global alterations like the recent pandemic, 
which are highly uncertain. AI is rapidly used 
for economic predictions based on different 
atmospheres. If AI can be successfully used in 
such uncertainties, can’t it replace the scientific 
analysis of different phenomena and explain 
them better than scientific theories?

Devin is an enthusiast of science, technology, and philosophy. He is passionate about discussing ideas related 
to technological improvements and their effect on human life. As an ardent reader of material related to the 
above fields, he tries to derive his interpretation of ideas that can sprout new perspectives.

Devin Ranasinghe - ME (Mechatronics)
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A Balancing Act: Managing the Impact 
of Genetically Modified Crops on Soil 
Microorganisms

Explained

Plant MicrobiologyShyla Mani

Beneath the soil, inconspicuous microorganisms wield more 
influence than many of us realise. These microscopic bacteria, 
fungi, viruses and more dwell throughout soil ecosystems across 
the globe through a plethora of lifestyles [1, 2]. As key players 

in nutrient cycling and symbiotic partnerships with plants, they quietly 
sustain the delicate balance of nature [1, 2]. In parallel, genetically modified 
(GM) crops emerge as adaptive solutions in agriculture, tailored to modern 
challenges [3]. But when these genetically engineered crops are suddenly 
introduced, they pose a risk of altering the nearby microbiota that has 
adapted to survive in the presence of non-GM crops. 

A consequential query arises from this balancing act: How and where do 
human-engineered crops intersect with the deeply established domain of 
soil microorganisms? Is the impact of GM crops on soil microbes significant 
enough to even warrant concern?

This article aims to delve into the connections existing between GM crops 
and microorganisms present in our soil. It explains why it is important 
to carefully study how GM crops might affect these microorganisms, if 
they do at all. Furthermore, it raises the question of whether additional 
research, collaborative efforts, and unambiguous guidelines are important 
to maintain a state of equilibrium between GM crops and microbes.

Microorganisms in Soil Ecosystems

Microorganisms, although not visible to the naked eye, exert substantial 
influence beneath the soil environments. These diminutive organisms, 
including bacteria, fungi, and various other microscopic life forms, 
establish the fundamental framework of soil ecosystems [1, 2]. This is 
because they undergo essential processes that we might not always see 
but are necessary for the survival of all the organisms around them and 
the way our natural world functions [2]. 

In the soil, microbes (especially fungi and bacteria) engage in nutrient 
cycling and breaking down organic matter to release essential nutrients 
to be taken in by plants [4]. Additionally, these soil microbes can foster 
symbiotic relationships with plants, enhancing their nutrient uptake and 
overall health [4]. These plants then become a food source for many 
herbivorous and omnivorous organisms. Recognising the importance of 
their roles, we can see that microorganisms significantly contribute to 
keeping the soil and wider natural environment in balance [4, 5].

Genetic Modification: Enhancing Crops for a Changing World

In modern agriculture, genetically modified (GM) crops have emerged as 
innovative solutions tailored to address evolving challenges and needs 
across agriculture and the environment, such as food insecurity, population 
growth, and the increasing demand for more nutritious alternatives to 
today’s food [3]. These crops have had their plant DNA intentionally altered 
by techniques like CRISPR-Cas9 and gene insertion to enhance specific 

traits [6, 7]. For instance, a crop’s genetic code 
might be tweaked to make it more resistant 
to common pests, thus reducing the need for 
harmful chemical pesticides [6]. 

This targeted genetic modification isn’t just 
the result of lab experiments but real response 
efforts to challenges we face today, such as 
increasing pest problems, climate change, and 
a lack of food and nutrient levels in crops for 
humans and other species [3, 7]. 

These advancements hold the key to addressing 
global malnutrition challenges, offering the 
prospect of producing heartier, more nutritious 
crops that can thrive in a changing and 
demanding environment, ultimately helping to 
meet the food requirements of an expanding 
population [3].

Potential Impacts on Soil Microbes

The increasing prominence of GM crop 
production and usage in our ever-evolving world 
has spurred investigations into their potential 
effects on soil microorganisms.

Research has unveiled that GM crops, 
particularly those produced to resist herbicides, 
can somewhat influence the composition 
of soil microbe communities that originally 
thrived in the presence of non-GM crops 
[2, 8]. Scientists have employed various 
methodologies, ranging from molecular 
analysis to microbial cultivation, to identify 
these shifts in soil microbe communities [2]. 
The most pronounced of these community 
changes are observed in the rhizosphere of GM 
plants (the region surrounding their roots) and 
during the decomposition of their plant material 
[1–4]. The rhizosphere plays a significant role 
in plant-microorganism interactions, impacting 
the growth and development of both parties 
involved [2]. Alterations in the composition of 
root exudates — substances released by plant 
roots into the rhizosphere — due to genetic 
modification, can tip the balance of microbial 
life in the soil [2]. 

Recent research has shown that genes 
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from GM crops can enter the soil through root exudates by horizontal 
gene transfer (HGT), which involves the transfer of genetic material 
between microorganisms [2]. For instance, proteins from GM plants, 
such as the insecticidal Bacillus thuringiensis toxin (Bt toxin), can 
persist in the soil, interacting with microorganisms and impacting 
their community structure [6]. The presence of the Bt toxin in GM 
plants, like Gossypium (cotton), is a result of genetic modification, 
entailing the insertion of specific Bt toxin-encoding genes into the 
plant’s genome [6]. Typically derived from the bacterium Bacillus 
thuringiensis, this toxin acts as a natural pesticide targeting specific 
insect pests [6]. However, the introduction of Bt genes to the soil via 

root exudates adds an additional layer of 
complexity to the impact GM crops have on 
soil microbiota [6]. This complexity arises 
from the potential for HGT of protein-
coding genes between GM plants and soil 
microorganisms, influenced by shared DNA 
sequences within the microbial community 
[2, 6]. These proteins can persist in soil and 
interact with microorganisms, potentially 
altering their genetic characteristics and 
consequentially affecting their diversity, 
survival, and functionality [2, 6].

It should be noted that whether observed 
changes in soil microbe communities, in 
response to GM crop presence, are beneficial, 
detrimental, or even significant to microbial 
survival/lifestyle remains blurry across the 
literature.This can depend on a range of biotic 
and abiotic factors in the soil, as well as the 
specific microbe-plant interactions at play [1]. 
Most studies find little to no difference between 
a microbial species surviving in the presence 
of GM crops as opposed to non-GM crops [1]. 
Furthermore, while studies have demonstrated 
observable modifications in the populations and 
structures of microbial communities around 
GM crops compared to non-GM crops, it is 
widely accepted that these changes are often 
inconspicuous against a backdrop of other 
natural environmental factors also affecting 
the plant-microbe interactions. This consensus 
spans numerous studies examining various soil 
ecosystems [1–8].

As our understanding of the relationship between 
GM crops and soil microbes continues to unfold, 
ongoing research remains indispensable. 
Advanced techniques, such as next-generation 
sequencing and DNA metabarcoding, will 
offer the potential for a more comprehensive 
understanding of how GM crops influence soil 
microorganisms [2].

Sustainable Agriculture and Biodiversity in 
Aotearoa

In the context of Aotearoa’s unique ecosystem, 
commitment to sustainable farming and 
environmental conservation, balancing genetic 
modification, our natural environment, and 
societal concerns over whether we want GM 
crops or not, become as important as it is 
challenging.

We need to find a way to navigate the complexities 
of producing GM crops while respecting the 
country’s rich biodiversity [9]. This challenge 
goes beyond labs and academic circles as it 
mixes with legal and political concerns that 

Figure 1: Illustration of Genetic Modification Process in Crop Enhancement. In 
the diagram, Tier 1 - 2 shows the extraction of a target resistance gene from 
a bacterium known to have it. Moving to Tier 2 - 3, the precise insertion of this 
resistance gene into the genomes of wild crop species is seen. The final tier shows 
genetically modified crops, colour-coded to highlight those now equipped with the 
inserted resistance gene. These modifications confer resistance to the specific 
challenges addressed by the incorporated gene.
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reflect the nation’s values [3, 10]. Hence, researchers, policymakers, and 
legal experts must work together to figure out how GM crops fit into New 
Zealand’s agriculture. This goal ensures that having enough food produced 
to fulfil rising demands also means maintaining our natural environment 
for future generations. It also links the possibility of more crops with 
safeguarding Aotearoa’s native biota [10, 11].

Balancing ownership rights, protecting our native plants and animals, and 
giving everyone a fair chance to use new technology (especially when they 
have the potential to enhance our lives significantly), needs careful thought. 
Considering how GM crops might affect New Zealand’s involvement in 

international trade is also important [7, 10]. 

As New Zealand keeps moving forward, it is 
clear that the road to sustainable agriculture 
practices doesn’t stop. This journey means 
that science, politics, and citizens must come 
together to create a world where GM crops 
can do well, all while keeping our “uniquely 
Aotearoa” natural environment in mind.

Shyla is a 4th year student currently completing her BSc/LLB, majoring in Biotechnology & Law. She aims to 
combine her interests in environmental microbiology, IP law and science communication to enter the world of 
biotech innovation. 

Shyla Mani - BSc/LLB, Biological Sciences & Law
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Glossary
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Mimivirus: The Microbe-Mimicking 
Virus

Explained

VirologyRiya Balia

In 1992, a microbiologist from Leeds Public Health Laboratory was sent 
to Bradford, a city in England [1]. His name was Timothy Rowbotham, 
and he was seeking the causative agent of a local pneumonia outbreak. 
A sample he took from the warm waters of a cooling tower contained 

a microbe unlike anything anyone had ever seen before. Based on its size 
and resemblance to gram-positive bacteria under a light microscope, 
Rowbotham identified it as another pneumonia-causing bacterium and 
named it the Bradford coccus. It was not until 2003 that the samples 
reached Richard Birtles, a biochemist in France, who realised that the 
organism was not a bacterium; it was a giant virus [2]. This discovery led 
to its formal classification as Acanthamoeba polyphaga mimivirus (AMPV).

Mimivirus is not the only genus of giant viruses that has been discovered. 
Megavirus was isolated in 2010, followed by Pandoravirus in 2013 and 
Pithovirus the year after. More recently, Tupanvirus was described in 
2018. The size, genome length, and complexity of these viruses are unlike 
standard viruses. 

Diameter

Given that the diameter of a hair strand is around 50,000 nm, it is difficult 
to fathom that the average width of a virus is approximately 20 nm to 100 
nm [3-4]. Giant viruses, on the other hand, exhibit diameters exceeding 200 
nm, with AMPV measuring 750 nm and earning its title of a “giant among 
giant viruses” [1]. As illustrated in Figure 1, the diameters of giant viruses 
are comparable to those of bacteria, which typically range from 200 nm to 
2,000 nm [5]. This was one of the factors that contributed to Rowbotham’s 
misclassification of AMPV. 

Genome Length

Normal genome lengths of viruses range from 2 kb to 305 kb [7-8]. SARS-
CoV-2, the virus that has disrupted our lives for the last few years, is 
approximately 29.8 kb [9]. As a shocking comparison, AMPV has one of 
the largest viral genomes sequenced to date at approximately 1,200 kb 
[10]. To put this into perspective, the genome size of AMPV surpasses that 
of some bacteria, as bacterial genome lengths range from 600 kb to 8,000 
kb [11]. 

Genetic Complexity
 
The collective genomes of the virus kingdom 
encode an average of 48 proteins per genome 
[12]. This number is skewed by giant viruses, 
such as AMPV, which encode around 1,000 
proteins [13]. Many of these 1,000 proteins are 
uncharacterised or have cellular functions that 
have not been observed before in other viruses. 
A virus belonging to the Mimiviridae family, 
Cafeteria roenbergensis virus, has demonstrated 
this [14]. C. roenbergensis virus displays similar 
protein sequences from other domains of life. 
A significant portion, around 45% of its protein 
sequence, bears a resemblance to sequences 
typically found in eukaryotic cells, while 22% of 

Figure 1:  Relative sizes of biological entities on a logarithmic scale, measured in 
nanometers. Drawings are not to scale [6].

Horizontal gene transfer: Movement of 
genetic information between organisms, 
independently of the parent-to-offspring 
genetic transfer mechanism. 

Phylogenetic analysis: Study of the 
evolutionary development of an organism 
using its genetic information.

Myeloid cells: Blood cells originating from 
the bone marrow that will mature into adult 
blood cells like monocytes, neutrophils, 
basophils, etc.

Interferon: Antiviral proteins involved in 
innate immune responses.
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its protein sequence is comparable to that of bacterial cells; the rest is from 
viruses. Similar divisions in protein origin apply to other viruses within the 
Mimivirus genus [14].

These observations blur the boundaries between viruses and cellular life 
and compel us to explore theories regarding the evolutionary origins of 
giant viruses.

Evolution

The reductive and expansive models are the two main hypotheses for 
the evolution of giant viruses [14]. According to the reductive model, the 
genetic downsizing of an ancestral cell leads to dependency on other cells. 
The presence of cellular functions (DNA repair machinery and protein 
synthesis components, with the exception of ribosomes) in nearly all giant 
viruses is consistent with this model. The expansive model suggests that 
genomically smaller ancestral viruses underwent gene duplication and 
horizontal gene transfer to evolve into current giant viruses. This model 
agrees with metagenomic studies that reveal gene exchanges between 
giant viruses and a variety of organisms. The expansive model is generally 
more accepted within the scientific community.

Some scientists believe that giant viruses constitute an independent 
domain of life alongside Archaea, Bacteria, and Eukarya. However, this 
theory remains highly controversial, primarily because phylogenetic 
analysis can be biased by horizontal gene transfer or inappropriate 
methodologies [15]. 

The idea of a virus evolving in size is fairly comical. Picture one rolling 

down the street and eating everything in its 
path as it expands to the height of traffic lights! 
Fortunately (or unfortunately for fans of science 
fiction), giant viruses do not haunt our planet 
quite in that way. So, what exactly do they do?

Hosts

The primary hosts of mimiviruses are amoebas, 
which are unicellular organisms that have 
the ability to alter their own shape. As shown 
in Figure 2, the virus enters by phagocytosis, 
releases its seed in the cytoplasm, exploits the 
amoeba replication factory, and exits by cell 
lysis. Alas, the reach of mimiviruses extends 
well beyond amoebas. This genus has been 
detected in oysters, insects, monkeys, cattle, 
and humans [15].

As AMPV was discovered among bacteria 
that could potentially cause pneumonia, the 
question of whether it is a human pathogen 
naturally arises. Reports regarding the presence 
of AMPV antibodies in human serum have 
increased, and its genetic sequence has been 
found in gut microbiota and faeces [15-17]. 
Research has also demonstrated the ability of 
AMPV to replicate in myeloid cells and interfere 
with our interferon system [18]. Even so, the 
answer is not definite, as the position of giant 
viruses in human disease is an emerging area 
of research.

Conclusion

Viruses are the most prevalent biological 
entities in the world [19]. Small but ubiquitous, 
their effects and mechanisms have been 
intensely researched for over a century. The 
discovery of giant viruses, however, has 
revealed complexities that challenge our 
previous assumptions. Although they have an 
ancient history, for virologists, giant viruses 
are the newest kid on the block. Accordingly, 
we should continue studying their genetics, 
evolution, and effects on humans to develop 
a deeper understanding of their role on our 
planet.Figure 2: Replication cycle of mimiviruses in amoebas [16].
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Why Early Life Matters Most: The  
Developmental Origins of Health and 
Disease Framework 

Early life is a stage we have all been through and come out of, where 
we have one shot to develop our body tissue, a functional immune 
system, and adapt to the complex extrauterine environment. The 
ability of a single cell, of size in microns, to generate a complete 

human being through continuous growth, feedback, and environmental 
cues is a miracle. It is literally a matter of life or death. Meanwhile, the 
capacity for this process to continue without much interference in 
coordinated and complex steps defends its marvel. This period of life 
includes both prenatal and postnatal development stages and is extremely 
important in setting up the neonate for the remainder of its life [1].
 
In this article, we will go through these early stages of life and discuss 
the Developmental Origins of Health and Disease framework, an important 
theory gaining traction in biomedical literature for its importance in 
influencing the neonate’s future health outcomes based on environmental 
exposures in early life. I have recruited some of the Liggins Institute’s 
accomplished researchers to examine these concepts and explore the 
ongoing research at the university aimed at tackling the problems that may 
arise during this time.

Explained

Early DevelopmentNoor Radhi

Figure 1: Microscopic cross-section of a frog blastula 
undergoing gastrulation. Image from iStock.
 

 
Prenatal Development
 
Prenatal (also known as antenatal) development is the period of 
development from conception until birth. It is broken into three stages: the 
germinal stage, the embryonic stage, and the fetal stage [1]. The germinal 
stage describes the rapid and coordinated cell divisions occurring after 
fertilisation through cleavage, blastulation forming a blastocyst and 
surrounding trophoblast layer, and implantation onto the endometrial lining 
of the uterus. Trophoblast cells will give rise to the future placenta, and the 

blastocyst will give rise to the embryo [2]. The 
embryonic stage starts from week three post-
fertilisation and lasts around six weeks. During 
this stage, the embryo undergoes gastrulation 
(see Figure 1), allowing cells to form the three 
germ layers: endoderm (future nervous system), 
endoderm (future respiratory and digestive 
tracts), and mesoderm (future musculoskeletal 
systems), which further differentiate and migrate 
to form the distinguishable embryo structure 
and organs [1]. Finally, the fetal stage describes 
week nine until birth, where the placenta is 
fully formed and functional, providing the fetus 
with oxygen and nutrients from the mother’s 
bloodstream and allowing the removal of waste 
products [1].

The Renaissance Man himself, Leonardo Da 
Vinci, made drawings of an embryo in the womb 
in his notebooks from around 1511 following 
his experience with dissections guided by the 
anatomist Marcantonio della Torre in 1506 [3]. 
His drawing contains meticulous and minute 
details of the placenta with associated blood 
vessels and the umbilical cord attached to a 
fetus in a breech position (Figure 2).
 
It stands to reason that clinically measuring 
and identifying these stages of development is 
conducive to ensuring the healthy development 
and growth of the embryo to recognise any 
defects or concerns. It is noted that from as 
early as the 1740s, the age of the embryo was 
determined through embryonic length by taking 
measurements such as head circumference 
and crown-rump length [4]. Since then, new 
methods such as embryonic age by determining 
the gestational age have been employed, 
which describes the time between conception 
and birth. However, the concept of embryonic 
staging was used to develop the Carnegie 
Collection, a collection of catalogued human 
embryos which provided the basis for the 
Carnegie stages, first categorised by Franklin P. 
Mall and further developed by his successors 
at the Carnegie Institution of Washington after 
whom the staging system is named. The stages 
are a numbered system from 1 to 23, classifying 
an embryo based on characteristics such as 
morphology, age, and size [5]. A recent 2023 
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review by researchers and healthcare professionals in the Netherlands 
critically appraised publications utilising various staging values and 
concluded that Mark Anthony Hill’s 2007 paper on Carnegie staging [6] 
should be set as the gold standard of embryological staging [5].
 
This prenatal period of life is where congenital abnormalities can arise 
and occur in upwards of 2% of pregnancies [7]. These abnormalities 
can be caused by genetic factors such as single-nucleotide variants, 
aneuploidy, and copy number variants [8] and include abnormalities such 
as congenital diaphragmatic hernia, neural tube defects, and hypoplastic 
left heart syndrome [9]. They can also be caused by environmental 
exposure to teratogens, compounds that cause birth abnormalities and 
are encountered by the fetus in utero following exposure to the mother 
in food, water, through the skin or inhalation [10]. A classic example of a 
teratogen causing birth abnormalities was the use of thalidomide in the 
late 1950s for pregnant women to treat morning sickness. Used across 
46 countries, thalidomide was observed to contribute to the development 
of congenital abnormalities, including damage to fetal organs such as the 

eyes, ears, heart, and the birth of babies with 
severely deformed limbs [11]. 

Postnatal Development
 
Postnatal development describes the time of life 
after birth and the transition to the extrauterine 
environment. During this transition, there are 
changes in the circulatory system, ventilation, 
and metabolism. Ventilation through the lungs 
begins in the baby’s first breath, the heart's 
right-to-left chamber shunts such as the 
foramen ovale closes, and metabolism ramps 
up, leading to increased glucose requirements 
[12]. The period of postnatal development 
is characterised by the stages of infancy, 
childhood, and puberty, where growth is largely 
dependent on nutrition and growth hormones 
[13].
 
The delicate interplay between the mother and 
her neonate in utero, as well as postpartum 
through breastfeeding, provides the neonate 
with the immunity and microbiome to face 
the complex and pathogen-rich outside world. 
Breastmilk, particularly colostrum, the thick 
milk produced by the mother in the first seven 
days after giving birth, is rich in nutrients, 
sugars, and fats but also contains stem cells, 
epithelial cells, and immune cells such as T 
cells and antibody-producing B cells [14]. These 
indispensable immune factors provide the baby 
with an immediate first line of defence, which is 
skewed towards the pathogens and microbes 
the mother has faced and, therefore, that the 
baby will encounter in its first few years.

The Developmental Origins of Health and 
Disease (DOHaD) Hypothesis
 
I sat down with a few academics at the Liggins 
Institute to hear their insight about the DOHaD 
theory and discuss their research related to 
early life. The Liggins Institute is located at 
the Faculty of Medical and Health Sciences 
and is an internationally recognised research 
centre focused on the role of early life and the 
nutritional environment in non-communicable 
diseases in the context of genetics, translational 
science, and the determinants of health.
 
I had a chat with Professor Mark Vickers, 
whose work at the Liggins Institute is focused 
on DOHaD and the association between poor 
maternal nutrition and the development of 
obesity and type 2 diabetes. He also works 
on reversal therapies for suboptimal early 
life environments that cause metabolic 
disturbances in neonates to assess later 
disease risk. Below is what he had to say during 

Figure 2: The fetus in the womb sketch by Leonardo Da Vinci taken from his 
notebooks. Image obtained from Dreamstime. Da Vinci wrote alongside his 
drawing, “Breathing is not necessary because it is vivified and nourished by the life 
and food of the mother… And one and the same soul governs these two bodies, 
and desires, fears and pains are common to this creature as to all other animated 
parts” [3]. While our understanding has developed far beyond some of the primitive 
descriptions here, the understandings gained from simple observation alone are 
quite remarkable.
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our interview.
 
How would you simply explain the DOHaD theory with all of your 
experience in the field?
 
“Basically, DOHaD means that a poor early life environment can predispose 
you to an increased risk of developing a range of diseases in adult life, 
which could be obesity, diabetes, all the common diseases we see today. 
A good example of that is poor maternal nutrition, so if a mother has a 
poor diet during pregnancy and early infancy during the period of lactation, 
that can predispose her infant to a range of illnesses in later life. The most 
common term for that is early life developmental programming. There is 
also a lot of evidence now for the health of the father impacting the health 
of his children as well. So, for example, if a father is obese at the time of 
conception, he can programme health outcomes in his child. What’s also 
important is that a lot of these programming effects cross generations, 
so a single adverse pregnancy, for example, not only affects the mother 
and her child, but also the next generation after that as well, meaning two 
generations of impacts. So you can see how a cycle of diseases such as 
obesity and diabetes keeps being transmitted across generations. There 
is enormous evidence around the programming of disease due to a poor 
early life environment.
 
Another common term is ‘The First Thousand Days’, which is pregnancy 
and the first two years of life. This sets the foundation for the child’s entire 
life course, and once an individual is programmed to have an increased 
risk of disease, if they then have a poor lifestyle after birth (in terms of poor 
diet, lack of exercise), that further exaggerates the disease risk across their 
life course. And a lot of it makes intuitive sense; for example, if a mother is 
undernourished during pregnancy, that can affect the development of the 
kidney or pancreas, and once the child is born and develops, they may have 
issues related to kidney function, high blood pressure, insulin resistance, 
and so forth.
 
The trouble is that a lot of these diseases, once they are manifest during 

adulthood, do not have a lot of treatment 
strategies that work effectively, so the best 
place to target is right early at the origins of 
where those diseases are occurring. The trouble 
with the DOHaD work is that despite it being 
around for several decades now, the uptake and 
communication of it as a concept is still quite 
poor.
 
We have done surveys recently looking 
at adolescents because they are the next 
generation of parents, so we want them to know 
about DOHaD to optimise their pregnancy and 
the health of their child across their life course. 
But the understanding of DOHaD as a concept 
and the ‘the first thousand days’ is remarkably 
poor, so we need to do a far better job at 
communicating those ideas moving forward.
 
There are ways of intervening and preventing, 
such as through maternal nutritional 
supplements. The Liggins has done some work 
looking at fish oil supplements for mothers, for 
example. So there are some ways to prevent 
some of this programming happening, but it has 
not translated to practice yet.”
 
Following the process of educating people 
and improving understanding, what are the 
actionable steps you would like to see?
 
“A lot of it almost comes down to common 
sense. My area of expertise is around nutrition, 
and it comes back to a balanced diet. We know 
that at both ends of the nutritional spectrum, 

Figure 3: Overview of early life development and its effects on non-communicable disease risk in later life. 
Created with BioRender.
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if a mother is underweight or overweight during pregnancy, that will lead 
to poor outcomes for the offspring, which are made worse if that child 
is then exposed to high-fat diets or high-sugar diets. We also know that 
this developmental programming also programmes appetite control, so it 
can make you prefer high-fat foods over other foods and so forth. So it’s 
about this awareness of the impact of the early life environment that can 
impact you poorly for the rest of the life course of your child and the next 
generation.”
 
Molecular Mechanisms Underpinning DOHaD
 
The DOHaD hypothesis describes the concept that early life and 
the environment during this period influence the lifelong risk of non-
communicable diseases (NCDs). It states that certain developmental 
pathways in utero as well as after birth impact both the susceptibility 
and resilience of individuals to future health challenges [15]. The DOHaD 
hypothesis was first introduced by David Barker in 1986 through his 
paper, which connected the rise in heart disease with neonatal mortality 
in England and Wales, in which he postulated this was caused by poor 
nutrition in early life [16]. Scientists have since run with it, taking it from a 
theory that covered meiosis and gametogenesis in the fetal period to the 
whole of prenatal and postnatal development, including maturation into 
adolescence [17].
 
There are certain molecular mechanisms that underpin the DOHaD 
framework, including epigenetics. Epigenetic modifications are heritable 
changes in gene expression through mechanisms that do not directly 
alter the DNA sequence and include methylations of DNA or modification 
of histones and the chromatin structure. These work by changing the 
accessibility of the genome by altering its architecture and, therefore, its 
ability to be read and expressed [18].
 
A current and rising body of literature presents epigenetic modifications as 
a mechanism behind the programming and changes involved in DOHaD 
[19-22]. For example, obesity and its consequent NCDs, such as type 2 
diabetes and cardiovascular disease, are rising concerns in modern 
societies. While obesity is a multifactorial and complex condition, recent 
efforts in understanding the gene-environment interactions involved 
have revealed the role of epigenetics in the development of obesity 
and its associated diseases. Through epigenome-wide association 
studies (EWAS), hyperglycaemia, type 2 diabetes, and obesity have been 
associated with certain DNA methylation differences at loci involved in 
metabolism and inflammation, including ABCG1, PHOSPHO1, SOCS3, 
SREBF1, and TXNIP [23-26]. These events involved in the pre-conception 
period of the mother and father, as well as the in-utero environment, 
have successfully predicted the future risk of acquiring type 2 diabetes 
[23]. To clarify, the DOHaD paradigm does not set out to predict that an 
individual will acquire a disease based on certain epigenetic barcodes but 
rather describes the altered risk and susceptibility of encountering altered 
metabolic or molecular pathways that may give rise to a certain NCDs 
based on quantifiable and perceptible changes in early life.
 
Epigenetic modifications are also a way by which the fetus can undergo 
‘developmental plasticity’, a process where the fetus adjusts its phenotype 
to the environment using environmental cues such as nutrient availability, 
toxic exposures, stress, and microbiome composition [15, 20]. This 
process allows the fetus to adapt and survive in a changing environment 
from a single genotype but also avoids the necessity of genetic evolution 
in survival, conferring an evolutionary advantage [20]. It then stands to 
reason that the environment in early life can indeed play a role in altered 

phenotypic expression and, therefore, health 
outcomes.
 
This process, while helpful in early life, can 
also conversely lead to increased disease 
risk in future life, substantiated by the theory 
of ‘developmental mismatch’. This describes 
a future environment different to the one 
predicted by the environmental cues that 
were present in utero and early life, where the 
adaptations now serve as a disadvantage. 
Examples where different environmental 
conditions in early life or later life can cause 
mismatch include an unbalanced diet and body 
composition of the mother, increased energy-
rich foods, and reduced physical activity of the 
neonate in later life [27].
 
Epigenetic modifications owing to the 
environment can also include those due to the 
interactions and interplay between the fetus 
and the placenta. The placenta is a short-lived 
organ in the maternal uterine tissue attached 
to the fetus through the umbilical cord [28]. 
Prenatal exposures such as maternal smoking, 
phthalate plastic chemicals, persistent organic 
pollutants, and psychosocial stressors can 
lead to changes in placenta epigenetics [28]. A 
2019 study with a cohort of over 400 mothers 
and their neonates found that maternal 
smoking was associated with over 71 different 
methylation sites, seven of which influenced 
infant birth weight [29]. Other studies found 
that these methylation events were involved 
in preterm birth, birth length, birth weight, 
and head circumference [30]. Exposure to air 
pollution through particles less than 2.5um in 
diameter is negatively associated with organ 
and vasculature development and positively 
associated with atopic dermatitis [28].

The Prenatal Corticosteroid Story in 
Preterm Babies
 
Sir Graham Liggins, after whom the Liggins 
Institute is named, was a Kiwi obstetrician. 
While working with pregnant sheep, he made 
the observation that infusing the sheep 
with corticosteroids allowed the survival of 
prematurely born babies. Between 1969 and 
1972, he worked on a clinical trial in humans 
with Ross Howie and together demonstrated 
that administration of prenatal corticosteroids 
to pregnant mothers with indications of giving 
birth prematurely crosses the placenta and leads 
to a 50% reduction in respiratory complications 
such as respiratory distress syndrome caused 
by premature birth. Before this discovery, the 
prognosis for preterm babies born before 32 
weeks of gestational age was bleak, with the 
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majority dying of uninflated lungs [31]. Their results were published in 
1972 in “A Controlled Trial of Antepartum Glucocorticoid Treatment for 
Prevention of the Respiratory Distress Syndrome in Premature Infants” 
and have since set the standard of care for preterm babies worldwide [32]. 
Their work was instrumental in saving the lives of thousands of babies and 
paved the way for a drastic improvement in preterm baby prognoses, now 
being used routinely by doctors around the world.
 
I had a chat with Professor Justin O’Sullivan, the Director of the Liggins 
Institute, whose work is based on genomic research in the Newborn 
Genomics programme to drive precision medicine, diagnosis, and treatment 
of NCDs through methods like molecular biology and bioinformatics. His 
group also works on the human microbiome and its relationship with 
human disease and gene regulation. We spoke about the work going on at 
the Liggins Institute and how this has been translated into the healthcare 
system.
 
What does current ongoing work at the Liggins look like?
 
“If you work your way across the Liggins, we have people who have 
specialties in everything from maternal-fetal specialists to neonatal 
specialists; we have endocrinologists, nutritionists, and basic scientists. 
So, there is a real spread of expertise across the whole institute. It is not 
really about individual expertise that we all bring in; the key things the 
institute does can be thought of in terms of preclinical research, clinical 
research, and then translation science.
 
So, as examples, we have clinical trials that are being done in gut bugs, 
where we are doing fetal microbiome transfers with young children and 
studying the impact of that. With translation science, we get lots of 
guidelines in terms of taking findings that we make to the public and using 
them in the healthcare system directly. We also have the trio sequencing 
programme, which we are setting up in newborn genomics, looking at 
genetic sequencing of chronically or critically ill children and their parents 
in the neonatal and pediatric intensive care, so that is a translational 
project where we bring science across to the clinical. And then there are 
other studies like animal studies investigating cancer, and we also have a 
farm where large studies are done on sheep.
 

Other things that researchers find and are 
finding at the Liggins are very important. This 
includes the dextrose gel studies that Jane 
Harding and her team did, where babies are 
born with hypoglycemia because they have 
been dependent on their mother for so long, and 
the switchover to be dependent on themselves 
is very important. Some babies take a while for 
their glucose metabolism to kick in properly 
because they have to switch on all the right 
genes, and while they do that, they become 
hypoglycemic, which can be associated with 
damage. But the way to fix it is simple: you just 
take a bit of this dextrose gel, pop it on a finger, 
and stick it inside their mouths so that the baby 
can absorb the sugar and will no longer be 
hypoglycemic. A simple solution for a common 
problem. This was part of the Sugar Babies 
study in 2010 and it is one of those studies that 
went from a research environment in a clinical 
trial and has been translated right through to 
clinical practice.”
 
Concluding Remarks
 
To summarise, scientific knowledge is 
continuously growing to support the importance 
of not just prenatal development but also 
the environment and maternal and paternal 
health leading up to conception. There are 
roles for nutrition, genetics, and the cellular 
microenvironment in setting up the risk of 
NCDs. While substantial evidence exists for 
the validity and importance of DOHaD, such as 
ongoing work at the Liggins Institute, uptake and 
public understanding are limited and need to be 
targeted to allow translation of this knowledge 
to communities so that we can start to see 
improved health outcomes.
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Calculators, Computers, and 
ChatGPT: How are University 
Students Using Generative AI
Chatbots in Education?

Interview

Artificial IntelligenceTaylor Lee

What are we able to do with a computer? With a calculator? 
With an artificial intelligence (AI) chatbot? Certainly, they are 
all powerful tools based on human input and interaction. 
These technological mediums change the nature of our 

interactions and abilities, with educators and students usually being the 
earliest robust adopters of new technologies. Chatbots, at their core, are 
interactive agents that respond to user interaction in a conversational 
way [1].

Early Chatbots in Education

From 1964 to 1966 at MIT, Joseph Weizenbaum created ELIZA, the very 
first natural language processing chatbot and artificial psychotherapist 
[2]. Since sparking a new communication between humans and machines, 
other programs in AI-based education, such as SCHOLAR in 1970 [3] and 
OpenAI’s ChatGPT in 2021 [4], have followed. 

ChatGPT uses large text datasets from the internet, learning patterns 
and relationships in the text data to predict and provide the best answer 
in conversation. It uses reinforcement learning from human feedback 
(RLHF) for enhanced capabilities. ChatGPT has a multifaceted usage as 
AI has demonstrated the potential to help learners identify knowledge 
gaps through conversations and time-efficient tasks. It shapes current 
technologies and their capabilities much more than in the past. 

Computer scientist Alan Turing debated whether machines could think, 
famously seeking to distinguish between machine and human [5]. This 
debate remains relevant as conversations surface around changes in 
education. In 2001, Eugene Goostman–a chatbot portrayed as a 13-year-
old Ukrainian boy with grammatical errors and general knowledge–was 
created, proving that in some regards it could pass the Turing Test [6]. In 
2023, ChatGPT has the power to break the Turing test [7]. However, it has 
been argued that a new test should be created to measure AI intelligence.

Scientific

All students interviewed have consented and remain anonymised.
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Current Studies

Current studies exploring AI usage in education have focused on how 
computing instructors plan to adapt or prevent ChatGPT and other AI coding 
assistants by designing “AI proof” or encouraging usage on assignments, 
and any challenges and opportunities the specific tools present [8]. 
However, it has not accounted for diverse academic backgrounds nor 
focused on students. 

Chatbots in Education Today

While the introduction of AI chatbots and generative AI has been growing, 
so too is this a revolutionary time for existing standards in education. At 
universities like the University of Auckland, there have been Canvas banners, 
resources for teaching, and emails about acknowledging, determining, and 

understanding the advancements of generative 
AI, often warning students about permitted uses 
and cheating [9-10]. 
 
To understand student usage and perspectives 
about AI chatbots in education, I conducted five 
diverse academic interviews with individuals 
from humanities to STEM backgrounds at the 
University of Auckland. All participants were 
interviewed separately. As of the published date, 
there are little to no empirical studies about how 
university students are using AI tools such as 
ChatGPT. Here is a summary of my findings so 
far.

I fix whatever area I need to.”

P4, a Business and Law student, says they have 
ideas but struggle to put them into words. “I put 
everything down and ask it to make sense. Like 
when I am coming up with arguments when I 
ask it to show it from a financial perspective.”

P2, a Civil Engineering student, also uses it for 
the same purposes. “I feel like AI is quite different 
from humans. It sounds too robotic and formal. I 
usually don’t copy everything, I only copy things 
I usually like.” 

P5, an Education and English student, uses 
ChatGPT. “When I am researching or reading 
something too long, if I really can’t figure 
it out and don’t have a lot of time, I use 
ChatGPT. It gets the key details and polishes 
my words. I think it’s important to use your 
brain rather than always rely on a tool.”  

All students interviewed use ChatGPT, two use Bing AI and two use code-
generation tools like GitHub Copilot. They use these when they have an 
assignment and in their workflow about four times a day. One student 
interviewed has paid for the premium version of ChatGPT due to its 
customisability and advanced models. To cover the costs, they split it 
among friends. 

The main motivation for using ChatGPT compared to other tools, according 
to the students, is because it encompasses all aspects of generation, 
rather than one. While it is convenient to use other chatbots when built into 
a browser or product in such tools as Bing AI and Copilot. 

Bridge the Gap - Ideate and Extend with AI

All students interviewed said they do not use AI tools to do their 
assignments for them. Instead, they said they use it to ask questions about 
existing materials such as gaps in lectures or knowledge, as an idea or 
code generator, and to add more details to their work. 

P3, an Engineering Science student, codes and comments with a basic 
framework. “I know the algorithm and the logic. I write comments about 
what the program needs to do. Then the code generator fills in the rest and 

Table 1: Participant’s profile using AI generative tools in an educational context. Months indicates how long they have been using AI generative 
tools in their education on average.
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Glossary

Agent: a computer program or machine 
that is designed to perceive and interact 
with its environment, make decisions, and 
take reactive or proactive actions based 
on specific goals. 

Natural language processing: teaching a 
machine how to put words and sentences 
together with grammar.

Generative artificial intelligence: a 
machine that learns from data to generate 
its own content, based on what it has 
learned.

Search generation summary tool : a tool 
that summarises search engine results 
and other training data, rather than acting 
as another search engine

Hallucination: also known as 
confabulation or artificial hallucination is 
when there is a confident response by an 
AI that provides false statements.

AI as a 24/7 Tutor and Coworker

AI guidance is often personalised and tailored to the situation, pulling 
from multiple sources at once. When asked how they would describe their 
relationship with AI, the P2 and P5 said they see AI as a tutor, while P3 and 
P4 said it’s like a teammate or coworker. P1 said it is both like a coworker 
and a tutor.

P1, a Mathematics and Computer Science student, also said it helps 24/7, 
being an always accessible tool. For general uses and knowledge, they 
said it is better to use ChatGPT, as illustrated in [Fig. 1]. However, if it is 
something specific to the course, they ask for help, but rarely so. “It’s not 
realistic to ask a real human for help 24/7. It’s better to post on Piazza but 
that doesn’t mean the answer is going to appear in an instant.” The P4 and 
P5 agree about general and specific knowledge usage.

P4 further stated they find their relationship with AI as a launching point for 
inspiration. “I ask it to generate some ideas based on what I am supposed 
to be researching. For example, in my Law paper, I need ideas for a different 
perspective for an argument. I say ‘What would be another argument 
for this topic. This is for my Law essay.’ However, if it’s something more 
specific that only the other people who took the paper understand, that’s 
when I ask my classmates[...]” 

P1 also found it to be more cost effective and would rather spend $20 
per month than $20 per hour using a tutor. “It teaches me what I need to 
know and also corrects me at the same time.” As a tutor themselves, P3, 
an Engineering Science student says they see AI as a coworker. “We are 
writing code together. I am writing comments, I am fixing what it is writing, 
and I am asking questions about the code.” 

Improving Time Efficiency and Language Acquisition

All students said it has saved them time, since it is similar to a search 

Figure 1: A coding question and suggestions related to database query using 
ChatGPT 4

generation summary tool or provides 
them ideas they would not have otherwise 
considered. 

P3 said, “I am very pro AI. I use it as a tool to 
write code efficiently and quickly. It speeds up 
the process and saves me time from searching 
through the internet since it gathers everything 
in one place. I don’t necessarily use it to 
generate something from scratch. Instead, I get 
it to fix whatever code I have already written.”

When it comes to last minute assignments, P2 
found it helpful to have ChatGPT. “I had a 4,000 
word essay due in two days. I asked questions 
like, ‘How would you reword what I wrote?’ and 
more information about the Treaty of Waitangi, 
as illustrated in [Fig. 2]. I was luckily able to 
submit it on time.” 

P2 and P5 said their language acquisition skills 
have improved since ChatGPT imitates having 
a conversation as a human might. 

P5 remarked, “My sentence structure is not 
very good, so I use it to ask what certain words 
mean when I am reading an assignment or 
to restructure and correct my sentences in 
a certain way. I feel more confident and can 
understand things I learn from the class.” P2 
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Figure 2: Summarise key findings about Te Tiriti o Waitangi

had similar experiences saying, “I think that it has improved my language 
skills, especially since English is not my first language. I know how to write 
properly even though the information may be fake or too formal.”

Relying on Critical Thinking Rather Than AI

Two students out of the five interviewed said they have used ChatGPT 
while taking a quiz on at least one occasion. Two students have used it to 
generate code for them. Despite using it, they said the information was not 
always accurate or reliable and that they scored very low. As psychologist 
Abraham Maslow said, “If the only tool you have is a hammer, it is tempting 
to treat everything as if it were a nail” [11].

Some limitations the students noticed were that they hallucinate with fake 
information, like in text-to-text generation where the program generates 
text based on a given prompt, but it doesn’t always get it right., AI often 
corrects itself only after a human points out the error and explains why 
it’s wrong. Not mentioned by the students, but another noted limitation is 
that AI will be skewed towards Westernised English and Spanish-speaking 
audiences in the ChatGPT 3.5 model, performing low-quality output and 
more errors.  

In their Business paper, P4 said, “I heard that other classmates were 
planning to use ChatGPT during a quiz, and it felt like they had an advantage. 
I obviously felt bad about using it but I didn’t want to miss out. It’s more 
advanced for general knowledge. However, for anything specifically 
referenced in lectures, it’s more challenging for AI to pick up on that.”  

In order to check ChatGPT’s accuracy, students have compared it with 
lecture slides, provided readings, and Google searches. P4 said they also 

talk to other classmates and Piazza to see if they 
are on the right track. “Some of my classmates 
go straight off ChatGPT, but I think it’s smarter to 
fact-check and look into my notes.”

P3 expressed their concerns about the 
overreliance on ChatGPT, especially in 
introductory-level papers. In an introductory 
Engineering class they teach, “about 200 out 
of 1000 were caught cheating because they 
all had the same coding style. We compared 
coursework and tests to see if anything was 
different. Of course, tests are time-based, so 
there may be more pressure.” 

P3 also emphasised that in introductory coding 
papers, the purpose is to learn to code. “I think 
it’s especially tough when teaching students 
who don’t know how to code. They aren’t learning 
by copying code. It might be different if they 
understand the algorithm and data structure, but 
I think that’s a whole different discussion.”

Regulating AI Usage in Classrooms 

All participants said there is a need to regulate 
AI usage and that there is no point in restricting 
its use since no one will stop using it.  This 
dilemma between human and AI regulation 
and capabilities can be best described as a 
mind-body problem. Ordinary matter (“body”) is 
inherently passive, simply responding to outside 
forces. However, human beings (and other living 
things) are not passive; they have autonomy and 
action that machines don’t necessarily have [12].

P1 said, “We need to accept and regulate it. It’s 
not really AI. It’s the human using it. Everything 
has advantages and disadvantages. It’s about 

“It’s not really the AI; it’s the human using it. Everything has 
advantages and disadvantages. It’s about how we will regulate 

and instruct students to use these tools. We need to learn how to 
use them.” 

— Maths and Computer Science Undergraduate Student
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how we will regulate and instruct students to use these tools. We need to 
learn how to use them.” P1 also said the university can integrate how to use 
AI responsibly into the required Academic Integrity paper. 

P3 said the current way the university is regulating AI is not working. “The 
lecturers say they are using AI detection but it doesn’t actually work. It’s 
very far from being accurate. We have to manually check the code or see 
our analytics, and compare students’ work to one another.”

P1, P2, and P3 said there should be an age restriction for AI usage. P1 
proposed, “Only people who have self-control and education about how to 
use AI-powered tools should be able to use them. Maybe educate younger 
students early on.”

However, it could be argued that banning it in classrooms does not mean 
students will not have access outside. Therefore, incorporating ChatGPT in 
class could prevent its misuse. P3 said one of their papers asked students 
to write a prompt to the code screenshot, to educate students about 
prompt generation.

As of now, there are no AI-specific laws in New Zealand. However, the Fair 
Trading and Harmful Digital Communications Acts and obligations under 
te Tiriti o Waitangi [13] still apply. They all take a neutral and principle-based 
approach, meaning the same rights and protections apply to AI tool usage. 
Challenges and opportunities for development remain, which could be 
implemented even outside the educational system.

Educators as Teachers, Moderators, and Moral Agents

Our emphasis on humans should be deliberate as communication extends 
further than a signal to send and receive a message. Students agreed that 
the richness of a person cannot be replaced by a robot. As technology 
continues to advance, AI usage should not be discouraged but rather 
embraced responsibly.

P4 shared how their lecturer encouraged students to use AI as a tool. “In 
my Information Systems paper, literally in the first lecture, my lecturer was 
like, I encourage you to use AI instead of avoiding the entire conversation 
altogether. Yes, I know you can use it to cheat, but that isn’t going to help 
you out in the long run. You need to learn how to use it to your advantage, 
like as a study tool, a tool for research. It’s like your second Google.” 

P3 who assists in one of the introductory papers said that students have 
told them they feel more comfortable talking to an AI than a lecturer. “I 
know some lecturers who have been trying to change that dynamic. They 
use AI as a starting point and then build off what ChatGPT wrote. Being 
caught using ChatGPT should not be something that’s necessarily feared, 
depending on how they used it.” 

Mathematician and educator Seymour Papert’s vision encourages 
computer-aided instruction - making the computer teach the child; the 

“There’s something different about human 
emotional connection. Teachers are not 
there to just assign work. They are there 
to help students grow a love for learning 

and make them excited.” 

— Education and English Undergraduate 
Student

students interviewed similarly agreed. “The 
child programs the computer and, in doing so, 
both acquires a sense of mastery over a piece 
of the most modern and powerful technology 
and establishes an intimate contact with 
some of the deepest ideas from science, from 
mathematics and from the art of intellectual 
model building” [14].

P1 said AI has been helpful to fill in any gaps and 
that educators could also make sure students 
are going on the right track. “Oftentimes, I have 
to ask very specific questions about what I 
am asking for. For example, my COMPSCI 230 
lecturer was hard to understand. However, 
asking AI to explain concepts in a more 
straightforward way was helpful. Then I confirm 
it to see if I am on the right track through the 
teaching assistants later.”

Similar to theoretical physicist Richard 
Feymann’s teaching philosophy [15], P5 said 
teachers will never be replaced. “There’s 
something different about human emotional 
connection. Teachers are not there to just 
assign work. They are there to help students 
grow a love for learning and make them excited.”

Conclusion

These findings capture a snapshot of 2023, as 
educators start to discuss best practices and 
literacy around AI usage. Using these findings 
can lead to more conversations about how 
we can work together in effective, equitable, 
and ethical ways, and how we can shape the 
future of our education. The question remains: 
How will we use AI to unlock further positive 
potential? 

Taylor is an undergraduate student studying computer science, psychology, and sustainability under the 
Science Scholars programme. She is currently interested in human behaviour related to artificial intelligence 
and sustainable digitisation.

Taylor Lee - BSc, Computer Science, Psychology, Sustainability
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Computational BiophysicsNadia Snegirev
A new competitor has entered the race for understanding biological systems at the molecular level. A little later 
to the game compared to other more established techniques, but with the power of big data and high throughput, 
it might just revolutionise the game as we know it — think enzyme design from scratch, reproducing the cellular 
environment, and determining structure and function from just a sequence. Computational biophysics — where 
has it come from, what does it look like, how can we trust our results, and where is it heading?

Setting the Scene for Computational Biophysics

Reducing the real world into systems which can be modified, 
changed, and precisely controlled is a common approach in 
science for developing theories and understanding about real-
world systems [1]. This kind of reductionist approach is common 

throughout science, particularly in biology, where we try to reduce a system 
down to the key elements needed to reproduce its behaviour [2]. For any 
experiment or model, the level of detail you go into, the size and complexity 
of the system, and what you include or leave out is an important part of 
the design [3-5].

We acknowledge through the discussion of in vivo, in vitro, and now in 
silico models that we are working with abstractions of reality. However, 
what makes in silico different is that we work directly with a mathematical 
description of the system [6]. In the case of computational biophysics, 
the simulations predate the advent of computers, with the simulation of 
a simple reaction occurring by hand back in 1936 [7]. The development of 
computation has simply allowed the required calculations to be done at 
both speed and scale.

This brings me to the field of Computational Biophysics, which requires 
a bit of breaking down. The “bio” in biophysics indicates that our focus is 
biological systems, studied using physics-based theory. The computational 
part comes in since the systems of equations formed are distributed across 
the computer’s hardware and then solved. Then we use mathematical and 
statistical methods to analyse the data generated, typically done with 
Python in our research group.

Firstly, we input a starting structure of the protein to be studied, obtained 
via modelling or experiments like X-ray crystallography, NMR, or Cryo-
EM. When experimental structures for proteins are not yet resolved, the 
structures can now be obtained through AI, using AlphaFold [8] or similar 
tools [9]. Each particle in the experimental or modelled structures is 
then assigned velocities, based on the temperature at which the system 
is simulated. The forces between the atoms in the system are then 
determined using a set of parameters defined for each atom pair. These 
parameters are sourced from a force field, with different force fields 
performing better for different types of systems [10]. Some examples of 
these include AMBER [11], CHARMM [12], UFF [13] and OPLS [14]. Now that 
we have forces, masses, positions, and velocities, we can set up differential 
equations for motion. Integrating over time allows us to move forward in 
time, updating the velocities and positions at each step and repeating the 
process. This is done via a molecular dynamics (MD) engine, which can 
run via the command line or in some cases with a graphical user interface. 
Some of the more popular ones include AMBER, CHARMM, GROMACS, 
LAMMPS, and NAMD. Many of these are free and open source, which 
assists with accessibility.

This all involves a careful balance of accuracy, 
size, and complexity of simulation length, 
alongside matching the restraints of the 
available computational resources  [15]. The 
simulation stops when we have enough data 
for a particular process we want to observe. 
We say that we have ‘sampled enough’ of the 
space that our molecule would explore, and that 
our results roughly would not change if we ran 
the simulation repeatedly from slightly different 
starting conditions (e.g. different velocities) [15-
16].

From here, the analysis begins. Focusing on 
the general behaviour of the system, we do not 
typically focus on any moment in time, but rather 
the set of conformations the molecule explores 
through the simulation [17]. This captures if 
there is enough sampling for your system and 
the amount of error associated with this.

Following this, a good place to start is at 
the atomic level, investigating the types of 

Figure 1: Flowchart describing steps of running a 
molecular dynamics simulation. Figure by Nadia 
Snegirev.
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interactions, distances, angles, and dihedrals of atoms or groups of 
atoms. A combination of what you observe and what has previously been 
studied will give you an indication of what to focus on, and where there 
might be interesting trends. Then stepping back to the bulk observables, 
like the proportion of secondary structure present, end-to-end distances 
measuring compaction of protein, radius of gyration and root mean square 
fluctuations (RMSF) – both measuring the degree of dynamic behaviour/
change in positions over time but with a slightly different method. This is 
by no means a comprehensive list of the possible types of analysis, but 
a start for basic analysis; the type also changes for the system of study 
and the process of interest. These can be investigated via the tools of the 
MD engine of your choice [18], through other software packages [19], or 
purpose-built scripts.

The ‘Why’ and ‘How’ of Computational Biophysics Today

There has been expansive development in the field of computational 
science due to increases in computational power and the development 
of frameworks, which have made running MD simulations much more 
accessible. This has opened up the field and allowed a broader range of 
hypotheses to be tested using computational simulations, with longer 
simulations and studying larger systems now possible.

We cannot talk about computational performance without first talking 
about the role of Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) computing and how 
these increases have revolutionised the field.

GPU-accelerated computing started to be used in computational chemistry 
in 2007, when NVIDIA released Compute Unified Device Architecture 
(CUDA) [21]. The principle of GPU computing is that larger jobs can be split 
into smaller tasks and run in parallel, since the GPU contains hundreds 
of cores (CPUs have much fewer cores) [22]. It’s like giving a worksheet 
out in a tutorial. The worksheet is completed much more quickly if you 
assign each student a particular question to complete in parallel with 
their classmates. This works well for scientific computing (like molecular 
simulation), which is data-intensive. As a result, there have been hundred-
fold reductions in computational cost for molecular simulations, allowing 
larger system simulations and longer timescales [21]; performance has 
been observed to accelerate by 10-100 times [23].

A quick introduction to the variety of infrastructure available nowadays is 
seen in Figure 4.

High performance computing (HPC) consists 
of a series of identical machines that are 
connected locally with a high-speed network. 
These are typically the least accessible, 
potentially requiring institutional subscriptions. 
Of note is the Anton supercomputer, a purpose-
built molecular dynamics infrastructure, which 
can now simulate 1 μs/day for a system of a 
million atoms [24].

On the other hand, Grid computing is made 
up of many different devices using software 
to communicate results between them. An 
example of this is GPUGRID, where people can 

Figure 2: Schematic explaining the different choices 
involved in simulating biological systems and the 
considerations a researcher might need to make. 
Figure by Nadia Snegirev.
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volunteer GPU time on their own personal device when they are not using 
it [25]. This network, in its second year of operation, has become one of 
the most computationally powerful computing projects, allowing many 
simulations to run and helping to further understand protein folding.

Cloud computing is a relatively new development, operating on a pay-
per-use model and utilising virtual machines [26]. You typically connect 
to this via the internet. Many features of cloud computing are appealing 
and can increase the accessibility of running molecular simulations, 
including allowing resources to be used more effectively, reducing idling 
time of resources, overcoming the expenses related to setting up a local 
computing cluster, and easy scaling of computational jobs and tasks. The 
administration and maintenance of the network falls on the vendor, as 
opposed to the user, which is the case for a locally run network.

Simulating life is so much more feasible now than when the first simulation 
of a protein was just 8.8 picoseconds in length [27]. It is also much more 
accessible with the movement towards open-source software for both 
running simulations and doing analysis; new types of infrastructure have 
also reduced the barrier for entry [28].

How Can You Trust Your Model and Your Results?

So, how do you know if you can trust your model – if your predictions and 
results are grounded in reality? A common saying in computer science is 
“Garbage in, Garbage out,” meaning results are limited by the quality of the 
input given to the model. The same principles apply here, and there are 
many ways in which error is introduced into the model [16]. Firstly, how 
accurately the force field describes the interatomic interactions. Significant 
variation can be observed between force fields, vastly influencing the 
accuracy of the results. Secondly, the amount of sampling as previously 
discussed, which is linked to the convergence of the system and thus the 
statistical validity of the results [3]. Additionally, the quality of the simulation 
software: the innate accuracy and consistency of running simulations 
with this software. An example of this is numerical instability due to 
rounding and other processes, and these errors propagate throughout a 
simulation [28]. Finally, how well the method was implemented: how well 
your simulation represents the real physical system, and the validity of the 
underlying assumptions. Overall, you aim to minimise or eliminate these 
errors through various approaches. However, it is an impossible task to try 
to quantify all these individual errors and their contribution to the overall 
accuracy of the simulation.

The best method to determine the accuracy of simulations is by 
comparison to experiments. Single-molecule techniques are invaluable 
here as they work on the same size scale as simulations. Some examples 
include: single-molecule Forster energy resonance transfer (smFRET), 

where you measure distance-related energy 
transfer between two different labelled 
groups; and Raman spectroscopy, where your 
target is immobilised on a special surface, 
which enhances the signal enough to allow 
the detection of single molecule events [29]. 
Otherwise, more general techniques can be used 
to observe bulk properties of the system; in the 
scope of traditional biochemical and chemical 
techniques, for example, investigating enzyme 
processivity [30].

Emerging Research Areas

This is an ever-evolving research field, moving 
fast with technological advancement. So, 
where to next? What are some predicted future 
directions?

Simulating Large!
We are currently limited to the size of systems 
that can be simulated. Overcoming this would 
allow us to simulate a much greater diversity of 
systems, considering much larger complexes 
and structures, as well as their environments. 
Much progress has been achieved in being able 
to simulate protein folding – the formation of 
tertiary structures from amino acid sequences. 
Beyond tertiary structures, simulating the 
association between folded monomers into 
larger functional assemblies would open a 
window into understanding the function of 
large multimeric molecules [32]. The one billion 
atom benchmark was broken in 2019 with the 
simulation of an entire gene locus, containing 
83 kilobases of DNA with 427 nucleosomes, to 
investigate condensed DNA structure [33].

Moving Towards a More Realistic Cellular 
Environment
We can think even larger, aiming to replicate the 
cellular environment with processes like relevant 
structural proteins, molecular crowding, and the 
cell wall/membrane. Simulating the interaction 
between molecules and the cell membrane 
has shown to be possible, with the example 
of polymyxin B1 in Escherichia coli (E.coli) 
[34]. Traditionally, the cellular environment is 
represented by the ‘solvation’ of the system – 
either implicitly as a uniform set of conditions, or 
explicitly with solvent molecules like water and 
ions added into the simulation box. However, 
in an actual cellular environment, much more 
diverse species are present, leading to molecular 
crowding. Molecular crowding can influence 
the equilibrium states for an enzyme as well 
as the diffusion of substrates to the active site 
of the enzyme, particularly if a substrate is 
large [35]. Hence, this will likely influence the 
kinetic rates for a given enzyme and free energy 

Figure 4: Schematic summarising some of the infrastructure available to New 
Zealand researchers, access depending on university affiliation and subscription. 
Figure by Nadia Snegirev.
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landscape. However, aiming to add the molecular environment back into 
the system may mitigate some of the advantages of MD simulations, as 
the understanding of a process may be obscured by the ‘noise’ produced 
by other species in the simulation.

Getting Kinetic Information from Simulations
As mentioned earlier, the majority of information which can be obtained 
from MD simulations is thermodynamic information, considering the 
relative energy differences between states. The typical output is a free 
energy surface for a given variable of interest, which describes a process/
motion of the molecular system of study. On the other hand, kinetic 
information focuses on the transition between two or more energetic 
states and the time/rate of transition. This information is challenging to 
obtain as this energy barrier can be very high, meaning you might only see 
a single kinetic event in a long simulation. A system may also get ‘stuck’ 
in a particular conformation of lower energy, stopping you from seeing a 
whole kinetic event or multiple events. Even worse, these kinetic events 
happen on longer timescales than one is able to simulate [36]. This makes 
observing a kinetic event challenging, and even more challenging to sample 
enough of a particular kinetic event to make the results statistically valid.

An approach to doing this is by brute force: running many or very long 
simulations. Markov State Modelling was used to study Barnase-Barstar 
protein association, which is a diffusion limited process [37]. Thousands of 
simulations were run for a total duration of 2 milliseconds. This also used 
an algorithm to select a favourable starting structure to help speed up 
mapping of the conformational space. From all this information, a network 
of all the states was constructed with associated transition rates between 
the two states. Luckily, other methods are in development to achieve this 
using some ‘enhanced’ sampling methods [38].

Protein Sequence Design
Modifying the amino acid sequence can be used to understand and design 
function. This is typically done through simulating mutants and single 

residue substitutions – changing a residue 
crucial to function and observing a decreased 
or enhanced activity. This is a much simpler 
task using computational methods, such as 
changing lines of code, compared to achieving 
this experimentally – a nontrivial task that takes 
significant time.

MD simulations are a prime technique for 
engineering new proteins to improve and 
understand function. Protein stability can be 
enhanced, allowing proteins to be stable in more 
extreme conditions like high temperatures, 
high salt or solvent concentrations, or extreme 
pH. The use of new solvents can assist in 
lowering the impact of a chemical process, 
in combination with using biocatalysts like 
enzymes for a reaction. However, one challenge 
is the stability of enzymes in non-aqueous 
environments, limiting their application. The 
use of MD simulations showed that in ionic 
liquids, water essential for the reaction was 
being removed from the surface of the enzyme, 
inhibiting function. Hence, a proposed strategy 
is modifying the surface of the enzyme to 
improve compatibility [39]. Enzymes can also 
be engineered to accept different substrates, 
perform particular reactions, or even perform 
new reactions entirely; an example is Kemp 
Eliminase being engineered to perform a non-
natural reaction [40].

Overall, this is a highly dynamic area of research, 
pushing the boundaries of what is possible 
and accelerating existing research. I will leave 
you with some of the quotes printed out after 
running a simulation, a tradition across many 
different simulation software that covers pop 
culture, science, and history.

GROMACS reminds you: “If my PhD doesn’t 
allow me to be right on the internet, what is it 

even good for?” (Martin Vögele)

GROMACS reminds you: “Don’t bring an 
anecdote to a data fight.” (Molly Hodgdon)

GROMACS reminds you: “A robot will be truly 
autonomous when you instruct it to go to work 

and it decides to go to the beach instead.” 
(Brad Templeton)

Nadia is a current Honours student passionate about multidisciplinary research, which is how she ended up in 
computational biophysics. Her other passions include equity and advocacy, working to support a thriving and 
inclusive scientific community through her role as a SciSA Co-President.

Nadia Snegirev - BSc (Hons), Computational Biophysics
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